
Knorr Get More Mechanics: 
 
1. The subscriber must purchase specially marked Knorr Broths Propack, Knorr Liquid Seasoning, Knorr Sinigang, 

Knorr Broths Tub, Knorr Chicken Powder, and Knorr Rostip. Each of these products have a scratch card with 
the mechanics and a unique code at the back, which will be revealed when user scratches off protective coat. 
 

2. 1 valid code will get the customer equivalent points of the product purchased and 30 pesos free load. For 
every 30 points, user wins a free Big Bite at 7-Eleven. 

 

POINT VALUE SKU 

5 points Knorr Broths Propack 
Knorr Liquid Seasoning 
Knorr Sinigang 

10 points Knorr Broths Tub 
Knorr Chicken Powder 
Knorr Rostip 

 
 
3. To send an entry, text KNORR(space)<code> to 2600. (Example: KNORR ABC123). P2.50/text for Smart/Globe; 

P2/text for Sun.  
4. Entries with the correct syntax will receive a reply revealing their total points. 
5. First-time users will be prompted to register to validate the entry/ies sent before they get the chance to win 

instantly. Registration is only done once and is FREE of charge. To register, text KNORR REG <name/type of 
food business/name of food business/address of food business > to 2600. Ex. KNORR REG Carla 
Uy/restaurant/Carla’s Eatery/4 Atis St, QC 

6. Only one registered user per mobile number. 
7. A subscriber can win an instant prize more than once for the duration of the promo. 
8. Food winners may redeem their prize at any 7-Eleven branch. Instant load prize winners may claim their load 

prize upon registering their details via 2600. 
9. Prizes are transferrable but cannot be converted to cash. 20% Prize tax of items worth PhP 10,000 and up will 

be shouldered by Unilever Philippines. 

10. The winner must present the following when claiming their prize/s: SMS from the access number 2600 with 
the proper format for redemption indicated 

 

IMPORTANT: Failure to submit any of the required proof and documentation is a ground for disqualification. 
 

11. For prepaid subscribers, account should be active and should have been properly decremented for all 
transactions. If inactive, winner shall present an affidavit of loss when claiming the prize. 

12. For postpaid subscribers, account should have no outstanding balances on the date of redemption. 

13. If winner is a minor, he/she must be accompanied by his parent/s or legal guardian.  

14. Qualified winners must claim their prizes before the deadline provided in the SMS. Failure to claim within the 
allotted time/duration forfeits the winner’s right over the prize with prior FDA approval. 

15. To the extent allowed by law, Unilever Philippines, its affiliates, subsidiaries, stockholders and employees, 
shall not be liable to the participants or the winners for any loss, damage, injury, cost or expense of whatever 
nature incurred by the participant or winner in connection with this Promotion, including the acceptance of 
the prizes. 

16.  Employees of Unilever Philippines, Inc., its affiliates, subsidiaries, distributors, alliance partners, advertising, 
promotions and third party agencies including their relatives up to the second degree of consanguinity or 
affinity are disqualified from joining this Promotion. 

17. By joining the promo, subscribers agree to receive marketing messages from Unilever Food Solutions. 


